PORTABLE GRAIN PUMPS

AGI Hutchinson is proud to bring the power and gentle handling of the Portable Grain Pump to Canadian farmers. Available in electric and PTO drives, this En Masse conveyor is perfect for filling bins, dryers, and temporary storage. Moving the commodity in columns of grain, the Grain Pump preserves the seed quality while maintaining consistent capacities no matter the load.

**FEATURE** | **ADVANTAGE** | **BENEFIT**
--- | --- | ---
EN MASSE (GRAIN-MOVING GRAIN) | Moves product in columns of grain, leading to better grain quality by causing less damage. The Grain Pump needs less maintenance than traditional systems. | Higher grain quality means higher profit and low maintenance will mean less costly repairs. 

12 GA, GALVANIZED TUBE HOUSING | The tube of the Portable Grain Pump is galvanized to resist rust. | Store your Grain Pump where it’s most convenient without worrying about the unit rusting. A longer lasting conveyor will keep your dollars in your pocket. 

LOWER HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT | Lower horsepower requirements means the unit is compatible with more tractors and more motors. The Grain Pump has a lower horsepower requirement than air systems. | Having a greater selection for the power source means you are able to get the job done without having to search very far to find a reliable power source. 

HEAVY-DUTY WINCH SYSTEMS | Hydraulic, electric and hand winches are available. All winches are ordered separately. | Depending on the winch you choose, you can save yourself a considerable amount of back pain! Add a hydraulic winch to your unit for the easiest lift. 

HEAD CHAIN ADJUSTMENT | Threaded rods on each side of the head makes adjusting the Grain Pump chain much easier. | When you can adjust the conveyor faster, you can get back to work quicker. 

CONSISTENT CAPACITY | Capacity is not affected by grain type. | No need to worry whether the Grain Pump will be slowed down by a certain crop, this unit is fast no matter what you choose to move.